
SALFORD CITY COUNCIL HIGHWAY TREE REPLACEMENT POLICY
1.0 Introduction

The aim of this policy is to set out Salford City Council’s approach to the management of tree 
replacement within the adopted highway network. 

It provides information and reference regarding highway trees and clear guidance on felling and 
replacing highway trees. 

This policy complements and enhances existing policies it does not replace them.

2.0 Benefits of Trees

The tree is the largest and oldest single living element in our natural environment. Highway trees 
provide a vital benefit to the city, enhancing the street scene. They provide shelter and tranquillity 
helping to reduce stress. Trees have many other benefits including:

 Flood alleviation- trees can help water management reducing localised flooding and help to 
alleviate the effects of larger floods.

 Provide Shelter-trees reduce wind speed. They also provide shade which helps to provide a 
barrier against ultraviolet radiation.

 Cool the air-trees regulate evaporation, they effect shade and reflect heat. They release 
oxygen into the air.

 Filter air pollution-trees remove particulate pollution deposited on leaves and remove 
carbon dioxide from the air

 Reduce noise-trees planted close together can absorb noise from traffic.
 Create wildlife habitats-trees provide homes for wildlife such as birds, small mammals and 

insects.
 Improve the Street Scene- well placed trees within the highway will enhance the street 

scene.

3.0 Problems associated with Highway Trees

Most, if not all, highway users will encounter highway trees within the city. Trees in the highway can 
create varying degrees of inconvenience to highway users or adjacent landowners. On some 
occasions problems may arise from inappropriate tree species planted in the past. Well maintained 
trees are naturally able to endure and withstand stormy and strong wind conditions. Occasionally a 
small number will fail either by branch loss or uprooting. As a responsible tree owner the council will 
manage its stock appropriately (see separate Salford City Council Tree Management Policy 
https://www.salford.gov.uk/media/391622/final-tree-management-policy.pdf ).

Common problems, which can lead to requests for service, regarding highway trees and how these 
are dealt with are highlighted below (this will apply to any developer proposal in this regard too):

 Bird droppings- a highway tree will not be pruned or felled to remove or reduce the 
potential for bird droppings from trees

 Blossom- a highway tree will not be pruned or felled to remove or reduce the potential for 
blossom from trees

 TV/Satellite receiving equipment-a highway tree shall not be felled or pruned in order to 
allow satellite or TV receiving equipment to operate.

https://www.salford.gov.uk/media/391622/final-tree-management-policy.pdf


 Highway obstruction- when required, a highway tree shall be pruned to ensure a 5.2m 
height clearance above the carriageway and/or 2.1m height clearance above the footway.

 Crime and anti-social behaviour- where a highway tree is associated with criminal activity 
measures to reduce the problem shall be considered on a site by site basis.

 Dangerous trees requiring immediate action-Where a highway tree is found o be in such a 
condition that it poses a very high risk to people and is considered to be an emergency, 
steps shall be made to make the public safe. This may be by means of segregation of the 
section of highway that could be affected or a full emergency road closure. Environmental 
Services Arboriculture Officer (if not already aware) shall be contacted and will deal with the 
matter in accordance with the Salford City Council Tree Management Policy.

 Dangerous trees requiring action but not imminent danger-where a tree is found to be 
dangerous but not in imminent danger, then the area shall be made safe and Environmental 
Services Arboriculture Officer (if not already aware) shall be contacted and will deal with the 
matter in accordance with the Salford City Council Tree Management Policy.

 Drains-trees shall not be pruned or felled to prevent root ingress into a drain. Tree roots 
typically invade drains that are already broken to seek out nutrients. Therefore, there is 
usually an underlying problem. Where owners are concerned about the condition of their 
drains, they shall be referred to United Utilities for advice.

 Dropped kerb-a highway tree shall not be felled to accommodate a proposed driveway. 
Where appropriate, root pruning may be considered if appropriate to accommodate a 
dropped kerb. Cost shall be borne by the applicant.

 Leaves-highway trees shall not be felled or pruned to reduce leaf fall. It is a natural cycle. 
Any leaves that accumulate in the gutters of nearby property shall remain the responsibility 
of the property owner to cleanse.

 Light- highway trees shall not be pruned or felled to allow natural light into a property
 Pollen-a highway tree shall not be felled or pruned to remove or reduce the release of 

pollen.
 Road sight lines obstructions-highway trees shall not be planted within sight lines on road, 

however where shrubbery has been planted, where this is creating a sight line issue, it shall 
be dealt with in accordance with the Salford City Council Tree Management Policy.  

 Streetlight-where a highway tree obscures a streetlight the matter shall be dealt with in 
accordance with the Salford City Council Tree Management Policy.

 Subsidence damage to property- where a highway tree is alleged to have caused damage to 
third party property, the matter shall be dealt with in accordance with the Salford City 
Council Tree Management Policy and ultimately in accordance with existing claims 
protocols.

 Trip Hazard-where a trip hazard within the highway is identified for action (in accordance 
with Highway Inspection and Repair Code of Practice www.salford.gov.uk/hps), then the 
highway team shall liaise with the Arboriculture Officer to determine the course of action 
available. Removal of a tree shall be the last resort

 Highway tree adjacent to a building site- we will not, nor will we allow a highway tree 
adjacent to a building site to be felled or pruned to allow building works to proceed 
regardless of planning approval or permitted development.

 Highway tree overhanging a property-where a highway tree is overhanging property it shall 
be dealt with in accordance with the Salford City Council Tree Management Policy.

 Highway tree too big/small-highway trees considered to be “too big” or “too small” shall 
not be felled or pruned on that basis.

http://www.salford.gov.uk/hps


 View- a highway tree shall not be felled or pruned to improve a view
 Insect/wild animal-a highway tree shall not be pruned or felled to reduce the incidence of 

perceived pests such as bees, wasps or wild animals.

4.0 Retention of Highway Trees

In consideration of the previous perceived issues with highway trees, it shall be the general policy 
that trees within the highway shall be retained except in circumstances described in paragraph 5.0.

5.0 Removal of Highway Trees

There will from time to time a requirement to remove highway trees. This is regrettable, but under 
several circumstances will be necessary. Highway trees shall only be considered for removal on the 
following grounds:

 Where the tree is found to be unsafe and there is no cost-effective solution to otherwise 
retain the tree.

 Where a tree has become diseased and to retain the tree may make it unstable or where it is 
necessary to remove the tree to prevent the disease from spreading to other healthy trees 
in the street.

 Where a tree is completely out of scale with its surroundings and where its removal would 
benefit the surrounding trees (Salford City Council Tree Management Policy)

 Where planning approval has been granted and there is an agreed replacement policy. 
(www.salford.gov.uk/treesdevelopmentspd.htm )

 Where a tree is proven to be causing structural damage to property and root pruning would 
not be achievable

6.0 Highway Tree Replacement

Where a highway tree is removed (apart from planning approval where a separate replacement 
package shall be agreed) a new highway tree shall be planted in the same location.  It is accepted 
that this is not always achievable and in such circumstances a tree shall be planted in the highway in 
a suitable location near to the original tree.  The costs shall be borne by the works promoter (works 
promoter shall be the person, developer or organisation responsible for the tree removal).

It is essential to the survival of the tree that there is both sufficient space in which the roots can 
grow along with the species of the tree to be planted. Highway Officers and Arboriculture Officers 
shall offer advice on this. There shall be a minimum of 1.5m clear distance between the tree and any 
other item of street furniture or boundary wall and a minimum distance of 450mm from the face of 
the kerb.

 7.0          Highway Tree planting schemes 

The City Council will work with partner organisations such as City of Trees to develop and seek 
funding for tree planting programmes on the highway. Highway Officers and the Arboriculture 
Officer shall assist, support and promote the facilitation of such schemes.
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